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Abstract We used PCR amplifications to assess 120

previously described nuclear markers for phylogeographic

and phylogenetic analysis in turtles. Twenty-seven of 120

markers amplified a single PCR product for both the

western pond turtle (Emys marmorata) and the West

African mud turtle (Pelusios castaneus), 71 amplified a

single product in either E. marmorata or P. castaneus, and

a subset of eight markers amplified single products across a

test panel of 11 additional turtle species representing a

broad sample of turtle diversity. Our ongoing research

shows that nuclear markers developed for birds, squamates,

and other vertebrate taxa can be useful for analyses of

turtles, suggesting that many primers are transferable

across large phylogenetic distances.
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The need for multi-marker analysis in phylogenetic and

phylogeographic studies is now well recognized and

methods for developing these marker resources are

undergoing an increase in research effort. Genomic

resources are increasingly being used to develop large

numbers of markers for their specific clades (e.g. Backs-

tröm et al. 2008; Li et al. 2007; Thomson et al. 2008;

Townsend et al. 2008), but the extent to which these

markers cross-amplify in more distantly related taxa is

poorly characterized. If markers that are developed in one

clade can be widely used in related lineages then a very

simple and inexpensive strategy for marker development is

to cross-amplify these markers, thereby avoiding the cost

and time associated with developing novel, clade-specific

resources. Such a strategy clearly can work at somewhat

lower taxonomic levels, as demonstrated by the consider-

able success of primers developed in a single species across

turtles (Thomson et al. 2008). Recent marker development

projects have produced a relatively large number of nuclear

primers for birds, mammals and squamate reptiles

(Backström et al. 2008; Berlin et al. 2008; Kimball et al.

2009; Murphy et al. 2001; Townsend et al. 2008) and are a

potential source of nuclear markers for other vertebrate

taxa. For example, previous work on a small number of

markers developed for birds demonstrated that such

markers can be useful for phytogeographic and phyloge-

netic analyses of turtles (Noonan and Chippindale 2006;

Spinks and Shaffer 2007, 2009; Spinks et al. 2009a, b).

Here, we assessed 120 currently available nuclear markers

from the literature that were originally developed for birds,

mammals, and squamate reptiles for use in phylogeography

and phylogenetic analyses of turtles.

We assembled a set of 120 single copy nuclear markers

from the sources listed above as well as from Armstrong

et al. (2001), Chubb (2004), Dolman and Phillips (2004),
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Friesen et al. (1999), Handley et al. (2004), Lyons et al.

(1997), Primmer et al. (2002), Prychitko and Moore (1997),

and Sehgal and Lovette (2003), and screened these markers

using a two-pronged strategy. First, we performed PCR

reactions in a gradient thermocycler (Peltier PTC-200) using

AmpliTaq mediated 20 lL reactions. Cycling conditions

were an initial denaturation of 60 s at 95�C, followed by

38 cycles of denaturation (94�C for 30 s), annealing (45 s at

55�–65�C), and extension (72�C for 60 s) with a final

extension period (72�C for 10 min). For this initial screen,

we used DNA template from two species that span the root

node of turtles: the western pond turtle (Emys marmorata), a

cryptodire from western North America, and the West

African mud turtle (Pelusios castaneus), a pleurodire from

west Africa. Each PCR reaction was scored on a 1% agarose

gel as producing a single band, multiple bands, a smear or no

visible product (Online Resource 1).

Of the 120 markers, 49 did not amplify (no product or

only smears) or amplified multiple bands, and were not

considered further. The remaining 71 markers produced a

single band in either E. marmorata or P. castaneus and, of

these, 27 produced a single band in the initial PCR reac-

tions for both species. Next, we eliminated three markers

that had a predicted size of less than 400 base pairs (bp),

leaving 68 markers that produced a single band (25 of

which amplified in both species) for further evaluation

(Online Resource 1). We further tested these 68 markers by

performing PCR reactions on a test panel of 11 additional

turtle species representing a broad phylogenetic sampling

of turtle diversity (Fig. 1, Online Resource 1). For these

reactions, we used the same PCR cycling conditions as

previously described, but used the optimal annealing tem-

perature/locus identified in the initial gradient reactions for

each marker (Online Resource 1).

Thirteen of the 68 markers worked well across the panel

including eight that successfully amplified across all species,

one that amplified for 12/13 species, and four that amplified

for 11/13 species. On the other hand, 15 markers amplified a

single band for a single species only (Fig. 1). Overall, each

of the 68 markers worked in an average of 3.7 turtle species,

but there was a high variance in this measure (Standard

deviation = 4.3). A somewhat surprising result was the lack

of correlation between phylogenetic relationships and mar-

ker success. For example, among our test panel (Fig. 1), the

painted turtle (Chrysemys picta) is more closely related to E.

marmorata (one of the species we used for optimization)

than any other species (Barley et al. in press), yet only 15/68

markers amplified a single band for C. picta while 29

markers successfully amplified for the more distantly related

green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas; Fig. 1); based on phylo-

genetic relationships, we would have expected the opposite

pattern.

There may be additional opportunities to further develop

turtle primers from our panel of 68 markers. Our initial PCR

amplifications were gradient reactions composed of twelve

PCR reactions/marker for one E. marmorata and one P.

castaneus while the secondary assessments (i.e. those across

the remaining 11 species in the turtle diversity panel) were

performed using one PCR reaction/marker/species and a

single annealing temperature. For example, in cases where a

marker amplified for E. marmorata, but not P. castaneus, we

used the optimal temperature identified for E. marmorata in

subsequent PCR reactions across the 11-species panel; when

only P. castaneus worked, we used its optimal temperature.

In cases where a marker amplified for both E.marmorata and

P. castaneus, we used the midpoint temperature between

both species (Online Resource 1). Researchers who further

experiment with each species/marker combination using a
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Fig. 1 Results of PCR reactions of 68 loci for 13 turtle species. Gray cells indicate reactions that produced a single band. Black cells indicate

multiple bands or smears while white cells indicate no product. Marker numbers correspond to those in Online Resource 1
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gradient approach will probably increase the number of

successful single-product PCR reactions/species due to the

increased number of reaction conditions for each species/

marker combination.

Previous work unequivocally shows that genomic

resources are a rich resource for novel molecular markers in

non-model organisms, and these marker resources are often

useful outside of the clade in which they were designed. For

example, the eight markers that worked across all species

considered here were sequenced and used for a phylogenetic

analysis of turtles (Barley et al. in press) resulting in a well-

supported phylogeny. Our past and ongoing sequencing

efforts suggest that, in general, markers that amplify single

bands also produce clean sequence data that is phylogenet-

ically informative (Barley et al. in press; Thomson et al.

2008). Thus, cross-amplification of existing marker resour-

ces appears to be an efficient way to identify markers for

phylogenetic and phylogeography studies. This strategy has

provided a large number of new nuclear markers for use in

turtle phylogenetics and phylogeography, and should be a

fruitful approach for other taxa.
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